Giving Wings to Those in Need
Cleared For Take-off
Tips for Successful Flying

Check List
Just so you won’t forget anything, here is a checklist
to help you prepare for your Wings of Mercy Flight.



Be committed to flying. Cancelling in an untimely
manner effects everyone involved.



My luggage weight is __________





I have packed in small, soft sided bags.

Comply with the luggage/cargo guidelines. Pilots
hate surprises at the airport.



I have given accurate weights and
measurements for any extra cargo such as
strollers, wheelchairs, oxygen tanks, etc.



Give accurate body weights. The pilots use this
information to make your flight as safe as possible.



Avoid coffee, soda, or any diuretics within 4 hours
of flight. Small planes do not have restrooms.



Arrive at the FBO half an hour before your
scheduled departure time.



Be aware of any medication that may cause adverse
effects at high altitudes.



Have a family member or passenger give any
assistance needed to enter or exit the plane.



Arrange for all ground transportation needs well
advance.



No smoking is allowed on the plane.



Call your pilot if you are going to be delayed for any
reason.




If traveling with a child under 40 lbs, I have an
approved CRS (car seat).
I have a current Waiver of Liability and Doctor’s
Certification on file at the Wings of Mercy
office.



I have a Doctor’s Certification with me to
submit if I have a procedure that will affect my
medical stability.



I have made all ground transportation
arrangements.



The Wings of Mercy office and my pilot have a
cell phone number where I can be reached
quickly while away from home.



My passenger has submitted a Waiver of
Liability and is prepared to assist me on the
plane.

Thank you for trusting Wing of Mercy



Pilot’s Name:___________________

with your transportation needs. It is



Pilot’s Cell # ____________________

our privilege to serve you by providing



Airport ________________________



FBO___________________________



Departure Time__________________
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the best in public benefit flying. Please
contact the office if you need further
assistance.

Suite 393

Zeeland, MI 49464

Fax 616.748.6093
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